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CHAPTJ!R I 

REV! &I OF THE II TERA TURE 

Introduction 

New modes of behavior can be acquired !and existing response pat

terns modified through observation of other people's behavior and its 

consequences far them, in both simple instrumental learning (Miller 

and Dollard, 1941) and classical conditioning paradigms (Mowrer, 1960). 

It also has been demonstrated in mare canplex situations utilizing 

stimulus contiguity and mediational theory (Bandura, 1965). 

Miller and Dollard (1941) suggest that observational learning can 

be accounted far in terms of instrumental conditioning. 'lhey hold 

that the observer learns to match the response of the model as a result 

of reinforcement. 'lhis reinforcement is either experienced vicariously, 

that is, through watching the model receive reinforcement, ar directly, 

in which case the reinforcement i~ applied to the observer. Although 

this theory explains certain phenanena in imitation, it fails to 

acccunt far imitated responses that occur before the reinforcement is 

adnd..nistered, and imitation which occurs in the absence of reinforce

ment. 

Mowrer, in emphasizing the classical condi t;toning of pos:l tive and 

negative emotions, proposed a sensory feedback theary o:f' imitation 

(1960). Mowrer proposed bro farms of imitation which depended on 

whether the observer was reinfarced vicariously or directly. He 

1 
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suggested that the model's behavior tock on a positive value far the 

observer as a result of its repeated associations with positive rein

forcement •. Thus, the observer could later reproduce these positively 

rewarding experiences by reproducing the model's behavior. Bandura 

(1969) states in regard to affective .feedbacl<: theory that even though 

the model's rewarding qualities are equally associated with different 

behaviors per.formed, modeling effects tend to be specific rather than 

general. Far example, a nu turant model my improve reproduction of 

sane responses, have no effect on others, and nay diminish others 

(Bandura, Grusec, and Menlove, 1967). 

Bandura (1965) presented a stimulus contiguity and media tional 

theory of imitation. In this th~ary, senscry images elicited by the 

modeling stimuli becane structured perceptual responses through asso

cia ti on by eontigui ty. There are also verbal representations which 

become associated with the perceptual images. These verbal represen

tations .facilitate later reproduction of the modeled behavior through 

response produced cues. According to this theory, neither vicarious 

nar direct reinforcement is necessary far observational learning to 

occur. Bandura (1965) showed that children watching a model being 

aggressive to a plastic doll will repeat the model's actions regard

less of whether the model is rewarded or noto He found no significant 

difference between the group who watched the model receiving positive 

rewards and the group watching the model receive no reward. 

Much work in the area o.f vicarious reinforcement has focused on 

the problem of transmitting standards of self reinforcement via 

imitation (Bandura and Krupers, 1964; Marston, 1965; Mischel and 

Liebert, 1966). Represent.a. tive o.f these is the study of Bandura and 
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Krupers (1964). This study, using both peer and adult models, demon

stra ted tha t the children who had ol:) served the model 1 s self-r einf arcing 

behavior displayed self-reinforcing behavior of their own which closly 

resembled that of the model. The adult model was frund to be mare 

potent than the peer model, which can be attributed to the greater 

status and prestige of the adult model. 

It has been shown that imi. ta ti on does generalize in young children. 

Baer (1964) frund that when certain behaviors of a puppet being watched 

by young children wsre reinforced while othsrs were not, the children 

imi ta tad the behavicrs that wsre reinforced and showed an increase in 

perfarnance of the behaviors which were not. In this way he has shown 

that incidental learning does take place and one becomes conditioned 

to cues in the reinforcement situation. 

Bitternan (1956) extended the study of vicariru.s reinforcement to 

college students. He devised an experimental situation in which the 

subject could not be directly reinforced. The experiment took the 

form of an E.S.P. study where the experimenter read a li~t of words to 

the subject and asked him to guess which of ten numbers had been 

assigned to that ward. After the first trial in which he gave different 

responses to each of his three experimental groupsj he repeated the 

same list of wards in different order. He measured the amount of 

incidental learning on the second trial and used it as an indica tar of 

the effects of reinforcement. 

Ina later study-Berger (1961) employed a variation of Bittsrnan 1 s 

procedure. He attenpted to demonstrate that learning does occur in the 

absence of any direct reinforcement. 'lhis was done by leading the 

subjects to believe they were part of an E.S.P. experiment in which 
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one subject was to guess which number was associated with certain 

nonsense syllables. '!he observer did not participate directly except 

to read the syllables to the subject. Only certain prearranged 

syllables were reinforced by the experimenter. 'lhe reinforcement 

consisted of the experimenter verbalizing "correct" during the course 

of the experiment. Post session measurement of retention showed that 

the observer recalled significantly mare syllables which had been 

positively reinforced, which apparently demonstrated that learning 

does occur in the absence of direct reinforcement. 

In a later study (Kan.fer and Marston, 1963) it was prcposed that 

the observer in the Berger (1961) study was actually receiving direct 

reinforcement from being directly assoeia ted with the subject. 'lhus, 

a series of studies to eliminate this factor were performed (Kan.fer 

and Marston, 1963; Marlatt, 1970). 

Kan.fer and Marston (1963) were interested in determining whether 

observing others in a grrup being reinforced cruld engender learning 

in the observer. Using simulated groups to accanplish this, they had 

the observer listen to tapes that the observer thought to be the voices 

of other grrup members doing the task and being reinforced. 'lhe sub

ject was asked to participate intermi ttantly with the other 11 groupn 

members. Learning was then measured by assessing the number of 

cri ti.cal responses given by the subject. They found that learning did 

occur. 

Kanfer and M9.rston (1963), in another study, varied the size of 

the group and the percentage of reinforcements. They found that 

decreasing prcpartion of reinforcement by increasing grrup size re

sul ted in significantly lower learning. 'Ihey also found that adding 



direct reinforcement to vicarious reinforcement did not significantly 

increase the learning at any level of group size. 

1hus far, this review has been concerned with imitation and 

vicarious reinforcement. However, another aspect of reinforcement 

which is related to these phenomena is the concept which Sechrest 

(1963) termed implicit reinforcement. He felt that it was possible to 

have an ob server watch a model receive r einf orc ements and have his own..,. 

b eha vi ar tendencies altered such that they were directly opp os:i.. te to 

those produced far the model. Far example, if two beys are each m9.king 

a model airplane and the father comments to one that his plane is very 

good but says nothing to the other, the second child will m.ost likely 

feel that his plane is inferior, and thus act as if he has been nega

tively rein.farced. Positive reinforcemerit, then, far the first child, 

cruld produce implicit negative reinforcement for the second. Impliei t 

reinforcement theory also holds that when direct negative reinforcement 

is given to one child the other would receive implieit positive rein

forcement, at least when the children are competing w.i.. th each other. 

There are some studies which were forerunners of implicit rein.. 

farcement which embodied the concept but did not directly define it 

(Kounin and Gump, 1958~ 1961; Ser;:hresti> 1962). Kounin and Gump (1958), 

while observing a classrocm and evaluating the effects of behavior 

control variablesj reported what they termed the 1uripple effect11. 

They found that when a child engaged in miabehaviar was reprimanded 

the behavior of other children in the classroom was affected. Speci

fically.)J they found the nearer the observing child was to the target 

the strong6' the effect.)J and children also engaged in misbehavior were 

likely to show the strongest reactions. This study9 while being one 



of the first to report this effect, was only observational in nature 

and did not provide for statistical analysis. 

6 

Gnagey (1960) explored one of the variables of the "ripple effect'' 

further. He found that the status of the target, as determined by his 

classrrates, had a significant effect on their behavior. High status 

deviants had more effect on the observer's behavior than did low 

status deviants. 

Sechrest (1962) interviewed children at frur grade levelsg 

kindergarten, first, second and third. He was trying to determine the 

conditions which were most likely to facilitate learning. He discovered 

that even at young ages the child is aware and responsive to the 

teacher as a person, and is likely to report that attention and assist.. 

ance from her is important in sustaining appropriate behavior. He 

found that these children were sensitive to the experience of other 

children, but in a 11 curious wayn. He found older children were less 
' 

inclined to report positive feelings when another child was verbally 

rewarded. Rather, they reported neutral feelings for both reward and 

reproof administered to another, but Sechrest observed that they did 

so guardedly and defensively. It was this interview data. that led 

Sechrest to postulate the concept of impliei t reinforcement. 

Much of the 1i tera ture in the area of implicit reinforcement 

deals with its effectiveness in classrocm discipline. Brodenj Bruce, 

Mitchell, Cartei:, and Hall (1970) investigated the effect of teacher 

attention on two boys seated at adjacent desks. These will be referred 

to as boy 11A1v and boy 1iB11 • In effect, they were only interested in 

explicit positive and implicit negative reinforcement. The teacher, 

after obtaining a base rate of attending behavior (Phase I), positively 
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reinforced boy A far a period of time (Phase II). It was foo.nd that 

both boy's attending behavior increased over the base rate. It was 

felt that boy B was receiving implicit negative reinforcement and thus 

improved his behavior. In Phase III, the reinforcement contingencies 

were reversed, and boy B's attending behavior increased even beyond 

that of A 1 s when he had been receiving explicit positive reinforcement. 

Also in Phase III, boy A's behavior was reduced, but not to the base 

line. Phase IV consisted of no reinforcement far either boy and a 

drcp in attending behavior was foo.nd far both boys. Daring Phase V 

both boys were explicitly reinforced, and this resulted ~n a rise in 

their attending levels. The results of this study are cleari explicit 

positive reinforcement produced the highest percentages of attending 

for each boy, both when reinforced individually and jointly. No test 

of significance of differences between data was reported, however, and 

consequently there is acme question as to how real the obtained dif

ferences in the study are. 

'Ihe literature dealing with implicit reinforcement and task 

motivation is sparce and contradictory. Sechrest (1963) conducted a 

preliminary study which found that it was possible to affect the speed f 
with which a child would wark a puzzle. He did this by the use of 

general verbal reinforcement. Sechrest used two jigesw puzzles as his 

task and ran his subjects in pairs. Hach child was given a puzzle and 

asked to work it. When both children were finished the experimentsr 

gave one of the pair either explicit posi tive51 explioi t negative or no 

reinforcement. The subjects then exchanged puzzles and worked this 

new putzle with their completion time being again recorded. Rasul ts 

shOW"ed that whether or not the reward was implicit er explicit was of 
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no consequence. Positive and negative rewards, however, did produce a 

significantly different effect, with pl!>sitive reinforcement facilitating 

performance speed on the second puzzle. It was also found that only 

the impliei t positive gr cup is significantly different than the con,.,. 

trolso 

Sugimura (1966) obtained results which seem to agree somewhat with 

the Sechrest (1963) results. Sugimura foo.nd that in a competitive 

cJAssrocm si tu.ation those children who received implicit positive 

reinforcement and explicit positive reinforcement performed better 

than either the explicit or implicit negative groups. In this same 
-

study he found that implicit positive was mare effective for sixth 

grade children and explicit positive reinforcement was more effective 

w.i.. th fourth and fifth graders indicating a possible age differential. 

Barnwell and Sechrest (196.5) also frund what wa. s interpreted as an 

age differential, where first graders did not respond to implicit cu.es 

but third graders did. They hypothesized that the ru tcome of the 

first three yes.rs of school may be a growth in sens.t ti vi ty to the 

competitive m tur e of the cl.a ssr 0001. 

Sugimura (1965) examined the effect of socianetric status of the 

expiicitly reinforced child on his classnates. It was assumed that 

praise and reproof administered to high socicmetrie children will 

produce a greater effect on their claaSJMtes than that administered 

to low sociometric children. 'Ihusj the implicit reinforcement effect 

wruld be a function of the socian.etric st.a tus of the child subjected 

to reinforcements. The subjects were four classes of foo.rth and 

sixth grade children. At each grade level ten low status and ten 

high status children were chosen. A digit symbol task was administered 
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in the classroooi on day one. On day two, five high status an.d five 

low status names were called in each grade and they were either praised 

or reproved far their perfarrrance on the previrus day. The digit 

symbol ta Bk was then immediately given again. '.Ihe results confirmed 

the expected interaction between reinforcement and socimetric status. 

That is, children receiving implicit pos:l.. tive reinforcement frm 

watching the high status classmte reproved performed better than 

those who were subject to implicit negative reinforcement from wa tehing 

high status children praised. No significant difference was frund in 

the case of the low sociometric student. Sugimura (196.5) feels that 

the improved performance of the implicit positive grrup can be explain

ed. He feels that the observers were motivated by unexpected informa

tion (reproof to their high status classmtes). When a high status 

student is praised, however, an increase in motivation is not evident, 

since this is an expected consequence. Sugimura (196.5) once again 

found that age was a significant variable. The sixth grade children 

were mare affected by implicit reinforcement than the frurth graders. 

He attributes this to the greater ability of sixth grade children to 

make inferences about their own perfarn:ance indirectly from inf'orma ti.on 

given to other children. 

In contra st to all the previrus li tera tu.re reviewed, Weiner, 

Weiner, and Hartsough (1971) and Weiner and Weiner (1973), while 

investigating what they termed the 11 indirect reinfarc.ement11 paradigm, 

found both direct negative and indirect negative reinforcement more 

effective in increasing perforrrance than direct or indirect positive 

reinforcement. Weiner, Weiner, and Hartsough (1971) e:x:and.ned the 

paradigm utilizing small groups of kindergarten children. They 
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hypothesized that direct reinforcement to sane children would have an 

indirect reinforcing effect of the others, and since the child had 

only minimal information abrut the performance of the other children, 

the indirect reinforcement would have effects opposite that of the 

direct reinforcement. 'lhe effect was examined in both pairs and 

grrups of four to allow for a comparison of treatment effects between 

different size gr cups. There were five tr~ tment conditions in the 

studyg (a) direct positive, (b) direct negative, (c) indirect positive, 

(d) indirect negative, (e) neutral control grrup. 'lhe task consisted 

of copying three different geometric shapes into rectangles provided 

on the work sheet. 'lhe experiment was conducted by the t~cher in a 

setting which was familiar to the children. The procedure far each 

grrup was the same. When the experiment was dealing with small grrups 

two children were praised or reproved, and when the experiment dealt 

with pairs of children only one was reinforced. In phase I, the task 

was explained and the children worked for three one-minute periods. 

During the third rest period the t~cher either commented favorably, 

unfavorably, or said nothing abrut one or two of the student's papers. 

Then, the task was performed again for three more one=minute trials. 

Phase II was performed on the following day. 'lhe same pairs and 

groups were once again brought in and given the task to perform fer 

three onS=minute periods. No comment was mde to any student on this 

day. The results showed that indirect negative reinforcement was the 

most effective in incr~sing performance and was significantly differ

ent from the other four conditions. A further analysis rev~led that 

there was a significant Dain effect over days with the second day's 

performance being significantly higher than the first day's performance. 
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Contrary to Sechrest (1963) and Sugimura (196.5), Weiner et al. (1971) 

found that positive reinforcement did not have a facilitating affect 

on pei:-formanee but rather a naintainanoe ettect. Weinet' et al. (1971) 

also famd, contrary to Sechrest (1963) and Sugim.ura (196.5), that 

young children are capable of receiving and evaluating indirect rein

forcing inforna ti on. 

Weiner and Weiner (1973) examined this same paradigm with college 

students. It was hypothesized that both direct and indirect negative 

reinforcement would f'acili ta te perfornence over trials and both direct 

and indirect positive wculd maintain the level of perfarnanoe, due to 

the fact th.at the denand characteristics of the experiment would appear 

to be fulfilled. Subjects were grott.ped randomly into pairs, w1 th one 

pair partieipa ting in each session. 'Die task consisted of drawing 
. . 

circles on sheets of gridded paper. After three two..minu ta base line 

trials, the experimenter during the third rest period administered 

direct posi ti..ve ar negative reinforcement to one subject or in the 

control condition said nothing. The subjects then completed three 

mare tw0-minu.te trials. Results supported the hypothesis that both 

direct and indirect nega ti..ve reinforcement inareased performance sig

nificantly CJVer the baseline, and the other conditions inareased very 

11 ttle or remined constant. 

Sta t.ement of the Problem 

It can be seen that the results of Weiner, Weiner,, and Hartsough 

(1971) and Weiner and Weiner (1973) directly contradict the results 

Sechrest (1963) obtained. '!his is assuming that Weiner and associates• 

ttindirect and direct reinforcement" are equivalen·t to Sechrest• s 
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"implicit and explicit reinforcement". A close exarrrim. tion of the 

designs of the two studies leads this author to believe that they are 

the same phenomena. 'lhe reason or reasons far the differences in the 

results of these experiments is not presently known. 1here are dif

ferences in the designs of the two experiments. Fer instance, 

Sechrest (1963) had the subjects put together two different puzzles 

which he claims are of equivalent difficulty, while Weiner et al. (1971) 

had the subjects do a simple figure reproduction task. This task was 

chosen because it was well within the capacity of the subjects. 'lhis 

is important because all of these studies are concerned with direct or 

indirect, implicit or explicit reinforcement facilitating performance. 

Presumably, in these situations, performance is to be facilitated 

through increased motivation. To do this a task wou.ld be needed, 

which when completed would reflect levels of motivation acquired but 

not reflect intelligence. It would appear that a simple figure repro

duction task would be more su.i tad to demonsirating changes in levels 

of motivation than puzzle completion which might indicate different 

levels of intelligence. It is not at all clear how these two differ

ent types of tasks might bias rutcomes, if in fact, they wou.ld. It 

does appear, however, that the simpler the task, the mare sensitive 

and reliable it wruld be in recording changes in levels of motivation. 

'Ibis wou.ld certainly be a thing to focus on in further efforts to 

demonstrate the effects o.f direct cir indirect reinforcement. 'Ihese 

are effarts th.at need to be undertaken. 

Unrelated to the above considerations is a new one of practicality. 

Provided that it has been, or can be, demonstrated that direct or 

indirect posi ti.Ve ar negative reinforcement is mare efficient in 
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increasing motivational levels of subjects in certain si tna tions, is 

it possible to generalize these situations to the classroom in general? 

In this respect there are sane. variables that should be considered. A 

classroom appears to be composed of two separate but interrelated 

dimensions. Sheriff and Sheriff (1969) view the classroom as a transi-

tary togetherness situation. They define this as interaction among 

individuals who have not previously established role and status rel.a= 

tions ar common narms through interaction with one another. 'Ill.is 

appears to represent one aspect of classroom composition. The other 

that should be examined is what Jensen (19.5.5) termed the friendS'lip 

dimension. This is what Sheriff and Sheriff (1969) would define as a 

group as it arigina ted from a togetherness si tnation. In any typical 

grade school si tna tionj one would expect to find both of these dimen-

sions at wark. Taking into consideration these two dimensions, the 

question that needs to be answered is how are subjects going to respond 

given indirect reinforcement? 

Sheriff and Sheriff (1969) define groups as having these four 

characteristics that identify themg 

1. They have a motivational base shared by individuals 
which is conducive to recurrent interaction among 
them over time. 

2. Formation of an organization (group structure) 
consisting of differE;}nt:i..a ted roles and statuses 
and delineated in sane degree from that of non= 
members. 

3. Formation of a set of narms (Le. 9 values, rules 
and standards far behavior). 

4. Mare or less consistent differential effects on 
the attitude and behavior of individual members 
produced by the group properties. 

Because of these characteristics groups may react differently in 
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di.f'.f'erent situations. '!he author, however, feels that the indirect 

reinforcement paradigm will hold with groups as well as non-groups. 

'lhere is evidence in the literature that group functioning breaks down 

when groo.p members are placed in competitive si tnations. Berkow:i. tz 

(1956) reported that individual evaluation of' a groo.p 1 s members tended 

to divide the groo.p. Julian and Perry (1967) found that group ccmpe

ti ti.on as well as individual c~etition produced higher motivation 

and quantity, but that it also improved the quality of the perfornsnce. 

'Iherefore, since the indirect reinforcement paradigm works in 

competitive situations, and c~etition tends to break down grcups, it 

would be expected that the phenomena wruld work equally well in groups 

and non-groups. It the paradigm does work for both dimensions, this 

is valuable information for a teacher placed in a classroom si 'bJ.ation 

where she wants to motivate the performance of her class. I.f it works 

differentially, this is also good information as she wculd be aware of 

its possible outcanes and could apply it prudently. Due to the con

flicting accounts, the paradigm also might not work at all. 

List of Hypotheses 

The following are a list of hypotheses that will be examined in 

this research. 

1. After reinforcement, subject1;5 receiving indirect negative 

reinforcement will perform at a higher level than 

subjects rec$.ving. direct positive reinforcement. 

2. 'Iha perfornance of both groups and non...groups will be 

the same far all treatment conditions. 



CHAPTER II 

METHODOLOGY 

Subjects 

The subjects were 48 fe:nale college smdents who were enrolled in 

a sophomore level psy-chology class which uses a snail group wark far-

na t. Th.ere were eight subjects in each of the six treatment conditions. 

The class from w~ch the subjects were chosen was primarily a dis

cussion class in which the smdents were required to lead the dis

cussion. .At the beginning of the semester they were placed in wark 

g.t'CUps of four to five people and assigned a topic and time of presen

tation. They were then encouraged to wark together on this project. 

It has been observed by instructors of these classes that this f'arnat 

promotes close relationships between the snall grrup members as evi

denced by their sitting together in class and their reported contact 

ru tside of class. 

Task 

In the interest of equalizing both abill ty and moti..vattonii a 

simple rranual task was used as a per.farmance measure. l!Bch subject 

was given six pages of gridded paper with one page used far each trial. 

The subjects were asked to fill in each successive box; with an "X". 

'Ihey were told that they were participating in a study examining facial 

expressions of people engaged in a menial task and were being video-

l~ 
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taped. 

Procedure 

Subjects in the group conditions were asked to volu:qteer far the 

e:iq:>eriment with saneone from their SIMll work groups. Only groups who 

had presented their discussion prior to the experiment were used to 

insure that the subjects had worked together. Subj acts in the non.. 

group conditions were randomly selected and paired from the volunteers 

with the restrictions that each member of the pair was from a differ~ 

ent sec ti on, and that the two subjects were not acquainted. 

Only one pair of subjects participated in each session. '!hey were 

seated at opposite ends of a table which was divided by a partition so 

that comparisons of performance on the task could not be made. 

Each subject was given a booklet of gridded paper and instructed 

to mark "X's" in successive boxes far six two minute trials with a one 

minute rest between trials. Subjects were seated randomly at either 

position Pl ar P2. During the rest period between trials three and 

four the experimenter lea.fed through the booklets of each of the sub

jects and admtnistered one of the following conditions to Pl ar P2 in 

a randomized order. 

1. Silence as in the manner given to the other 
subject--Neutral Condi ti on. 

2. A ccmment telling the subject that she had 
per farmed above average-=Direc t Positive 
Reinforcement. 

'!he subjects were then told to begin the task again and to complete 

trials four through six. It was assumed that in each pair, with the 

exception of the neutral group, two treatments were present. That 
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is, when one subject received direct positive reinforcement the other 

received indirect negative reinforcement. 

D9.ta Analysis 

'!he data. were analyzed w;tth a 2x3x3 repeated measures analysis of 

covariance. The independent variables in this study were the group/ 

non-group condition, and the three tratment condi tionsg direct 

positive reinforcement, indirect negative reinforcement and the neutral 

condition with trials repee. ted within subjects. ·'!he neutral condition 

was used as a comparison measure far treatment effects as well as 

control far fatigue and practice effects. The dependent variable was 

the number of' successive boxes filled with "X's" during the base rate, 

trials one through three and post treatment, trials four through six. 



CHAPTER III 

RESJLTS 

'!he data were analyzed using a 2xJx3 repeated measures analysis 

of covariance with repeated measures over the three trials. Subjects 

were nested under each of the six combinations of the three treatment 

condi ti.ens and the group/non-group dimension. Because the same co.. 

variate was used for each level of the repeated measure, the covariance 

adjustment had an effect on the between si'bjects effects. '!he within 

subjects tests were identical to a repeated measures analysis of 

variance. 

Results showed a significant nain effect over trials with all 

groups increasing perfornance frooi trial .four to trial six (F • 372.979, 

df ... 2/84, p<.01 see Table I). 'lbere were no significant effects in 

the analysis of groups versus non...groups, ncr was there a significant 

effect among treatment conditions. Although the treatment x group/ 

non-group x trials interaction was significant, the statistical signi

ficance did not appear in any of the computed simple effects tests 

(see Appendix B). 

Since it had been hypothe.sized that indirect negative reinforce

ment would increase perfarnance significantly mare than direct positive 

reinforcement, an ~priori !-test was performed to examine these 

differences over combined trials. Results were significant (! • 2.679, 

df"" 14, p<.02)~ indicating that for both groups and no11=groups 

18 



TABLE I 

SUMMARY TABLE FOR ANALYSJ: S OF VARIANCE AND 
ANALISJ:S OF COVARIANCE P'OR 

COME[ NED DA. TA 

Source df MS F p4 

Between SubJ ects 
A (grrup/non-group) 1 327 .27086 .75 
B (treatment) 2 659.11 .5495 .75 
AxB 2 1.695 .00637 .99 
Subjects within groups 42 1207.255 

Within Subiects 
d (tr a!sJ 2 1354. 715 372.979 .01 
A x C 2 72.925 2.008 .25 
Bx C 4 19.611 .54014 .75 
Ax Bx C 4 93.923 2.5868 .05 
C x Subjects with grrups 84 36.308 

Between SubJects 
A 1 296.294 .247 .75 
B 2 669.378 .5596 .75 
AxB 2 6.570 .0549 .95 
Subjects within groups 41 1196.038 

19 



indirect negative reinforcement was mare effective in increasing 

performance than direct positive reinforcement as can be seen in 

Figure 1. 

20 

An examination of the neutral condition and the indirect negative 

reinforcement condition showed no significant effect. The difference 

between treatment effects on performance are shown in Figure 2. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Il[ SCUS S[ ON 

An examination of the ove1r all analysis does not reflect a diffeJr

ence between treatment condi ti ans. Canparisons between selected 

treatments, howeve1r, do show th.at ove1r all trials the use of indirect 

negative reinforcement increased subj acts 1 performance significantly 

more than direct posi tlve reinforcement. It was expected that the 

pe1rformance of subjects in the neutral condition would not change ove1r 

trials. It was frund, however~ that there was no significant differ

ence between the neutral condition and the indirect negative condition 

(see Appendix 13). An examination of Figure 3 shows that the neutral 

groo.p acted in the same manne1r as the negatively reinforced group. 

'lhis may indicate that the subjects perceived no reinforcement as 

being a negative condi ti.on and increased their performance according 

to the paradigm. 'ntis inte1rpret:l.tion becooi.es more plausible when the 

experimental situation as a whole is examined. When the subjects 

ente1red the test roan they were warmly greeted by the experimenter who 

then gave them the instructions. During the expe1riment their work was 

examined, and no c001ment was nade on their peJrformance by the pre

viously nwarm" experimenter. '!hey may have interpreted the silence, 

and the experimenter's effort to renain neutral as a negative rein.. 

forcer. 'lhi s would then explain their accelerated perfornance similar 

in effect to that achieved by the intended indirect negative rein-

23 
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forcement. 

In examining the direct positive condition, it becomes apparent 

that perfornence did not increase as nsrkedly u.nder this condi ti.on as 

it did under the indirect negative reinforcement condition er the 

neutral condition. An e:xand.nation of Figure 2 shows that perfornsnce 

dropped either to ar below the established base rate after the positive 

reinforcer was adml.nistered. In the non ... group condition the drop 

occurred on the second trial after reinforcement. In the group condi

tion perfornance fell immediately after reintarcement: It can also be 

seen from Figure 2 that after the drops in performance there are in

creases on the next trials. It was predicted that there would be no 

significant increase in performance far the positive reinforcement 

condi ti.on. The slight decrease in performance cruld be acccunted far 

in view of this hypothesis. '.I.he increase in perfarnance after the 

drop might be explained in terms similar to those used in discussing 

indirect negative reinforcement. The subject's performance on trials 

four to six was not positively reinforced after the initial reinforce

ment. This absence of positive reintarcement, crupled with a decrease 

in performance, may have caused the subjects to perceive the lack of 

positive reinfCD:lcers as negative. Consequently, subjects nay have 

increased their perfarnance in order to regain the positive reinforce

ment. 'lhis is similar to the neutral conditions which also Etiowed an 

increase in performance after receiving no reinforcement. 

It was hypothesized that there would be no significant difference 

between the gt"oup and non...group condi t1on. The lack of significance 

far the treq tment x group/non...group interaction in Tuble I supports 

this hypothesie. Direct po:;rl. tive reinforcement far one subject 
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apparently does act as indirect negative reinforcement far another 

subject and this is equally true under both group and non-group condi

tions. 1he fact that this principle can be effectively applied to 

grrups of people as well as individuals rutside a group context has 

impart.ant implications. In a situation where the work being done by a 

number of people is similar, this direct...indirect reinforcement 

paradigm, if it is applicable to larger grrups, can be used to increase 

their efficiency. If, far instance, an executive is unhappy with the 

quality of the work exhibited by some workers in his steno pool and he 

chooses to ccmpliment one of the better members on her speed of tran.. 

scription, he is indirectly giving the other members of the pool nega-

ti ve reinforcement. They in turn should increase their speed. The 

implications this principle has far school children is obvious. 

One of the ramifications of using direct positive reinforcement is 

the fact that the administration of positive reinforcement is mare 

pleasant for both the giver and the receiver. The use of this paradigm, 

then, can nake the job ar school situation mare pleasant for those 

involved. 

It was previously stated that there were oonflicting results in \ the literature concerning this paradigm. The results of the present 

study are similar to those reported by Weiner, Weiner and Hartsrugh 

(1971), and Weiner and Weiner (1973), with indirect negative reinforce-

ment being mare potent than direct positive reinforcement. Sechrest 

(1963) ~ however, has reported apparently opposite results with direct 

positive reinforcement being the mare effective mode. The critical 

difference in these studies can be e:xiplained in terms of the conditions / 
I 

under which the subjects were reinforced. In the present study, and 
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also the Weiner, Weiner and Hartsough (1971), and the Weiner and 

Weiner (1973) studies the subjects coo.ld view each other, but one 

could not view the other subj ect1 s performance. In all of these 

studies the subjects kept performing the task until the experimenter 

told them to stq>. In the Sechrest (1963) study, as in the above 

studies the subjects could see each other but could not observe the 

perfarm9.nce of the other subject per seo However, Sechrest (1963) did 

not have the subjects necessarily keep performing the task until the 

experimenter told them to stq>. Some subjects probably did finii:h the 

task before the allowed time had elapsed. Thus, even though the actual 

perfarll\9.nce was not observable, it would become oovioo.s when one person 

had completed the task. Th.en if reinforcement was given randanly, 

there would be inconsistencies perceived by the subjects. Far example, 

if subject A fin:i.Sied 30 seconds before subject B, but subject B 

received positive reinforcement, subject A might be influenced to 

score lower on the next trial since subject A was not rewarded far his 

obvioo.sly better performance. Th.is variable of viewing ar not viewing 

the other subject's perfarll\9.nce needs further considera tiono If a 

subject is allowed to view and assess perfarll\9.nce of a competing sub

ject, results different from those found in the present study Il\9.y be 

ob-W.ined. 

Th.is study showed that the direct positive/indirect negative 

reinforcement paradigm. warked with dyads. Would it work with larger 

groups? 'Ihat is to say, if one person in a group of 8 or 10 ar 15 

were positively reinforced, would this act as indirect negative rein

forcement on the other members of the group with the resulting increase 

in performance? In essence it is not known if this paradigm is 



restricted to snall gr cups and non-groups or whether it also applies 

to larger grcups. This needs to be determined through further re... 

search. 

28 

Finally, race, status, age, sex, and socioeconanic groups need to * 
be considered as variables. 'lb.ere nay be differential effects in 

perfornance in the direct positive/indirect negative reinforcement 

paradigm if the subjects reeei ving the reinforcements differ in these 

variables. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of indirect 

negative reinforcement on performance during a simple task and to 

determine if the effects held when administered to groups and non~ 

groups. Indirect negative reinforcement is postulated as acting on 

one subject in a dyad when the other subject is receiving direct 

posi t:lve reinforcement. Forty-eight fenale undergraduate college 

students were used as subjects. Twenty-four were paired and placed 

in the group condition. They had all worked together prior to the 

experiment. 'lhe other 24 were paired and placed in the non-group 

condi t:lon. Each of these pairs were strangers prior to the experiment. 

There was a control group far both group and non~grcup conditions. 

Subjects were given six two-minute trials consisting of a simple paper 

and pencil task. After trial three direct positive reinforcement was 

administered to one subject in each pair. Perfornance on the first 

three trials, the base rate, were compared to the three post treatment 

trials. 

Two najar hypotheses were tested and supported. It was frund 

that subjects receiving indirect negative reinforcement increased 

their perfornance on the post treatment trials, and that subjects who 

received direct posi t:lve reinforcement did not significantly increase 

their perfornsnce over the established base rate. It was also frund 

29 
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that there was no significant difference in the perfcrmance of the 

group and the non-group conditions. 'lhe neutral condition which was 

not expected to show an increase in performance ove.i the base rate 

acted in the same manner as the indirect negative reinforcement condi

tion showing a significant increase in the post treatment trials. 
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TRIALS 

AVERAGE TOTAL POST 
BASE RATE POST 'lREA '.111:ENT TRFA'lMENT 

SCORES 

SUBJEC'r x Y4 y5 y6 Py 

GROuP 1. 182.666 183 194 197 574 
CONm'JION 2. 178. 175 178 178 531 

3. 141.666 150 158 157 465 
filR:OOT POSITI:VE 4. 197.666 219 226 227 672 
REI: NFORCEMENT 5. 215.666 207 224 223 654 

6. 181.666 183 172 186 541 
7. 218.666 217 224 232 673 
8. 214. 184 226 226 636 

GROuP 1. 209.666 213 213 220 646 
CONDI 'JI ON 2. 157.666 185 185 180 550 

3. 171. 182 195 196 573 
INmRECT 4. 191.333 200 198 205 603 
NEGA'JIVE 5. 188. 200 207 211 618 
REI: NFORCEMENT 6. 157.666 165 164 170 499 

7. 197.666 200 207 226 633 
8. 237.666 243 261 265 769 

GROuP 1. 214. 204 212 219 635 
CONm'I!ON 2. 204.666 203 220 225 648 

3. 198.333 199 212 210 621 
4. 115.333 177 179 185 541 

NEIJ'IRA.L 5. 180. 207 206 202 615 
6. 162.666 175 179 182 536 
7. 179. 205 211 210 626 
8. 214. 215 222 224 661 

NON-GROUP 1. 196.333 197 196 206 599 
CONfil'l!ON 2. 194.333 198 :J.94 200 592 

3. 198.666 207 208 218 633 
4. 211.333 220 220 222 662 

filRECT POSI'l!VE 5. 199.666 192 177 201 510 
REI NFORCFNENT 6. 210.666 218 217 212 647 

7. 192.666 196 197 210 603 
8. 160.666 166 160 169 495 
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TRIALS 

AVERAGE TOTAL POST 
BASE RATE POST TRFA TMENT TRFA'rn:ENT 

SCORES 

SUBJEXJT x Y4 y> y6 Py 

NON-GR CUP 1. 182.666 193 211 223 627 
CONm'ITON 2. 193.333 196 202 205 603 

3. 159. 169 171 185 525 
INmRECT 4. 220.666 232 242 245 719 
NEGATIVE 5. 198. 209 210 221 640 
REr NFORCEMENT 6. 167. 187 214 214 615 

1. 197.666 197 204 207 608 
8. 198.666 205 214 204 623 

NON-GROUP 
• I 1. 208. 222 215 226 663 

GONm'.IION 2. 170. 178 177 189 544 
3. 205.666 211 196 200 607 

NEUTRAL 4. 211.333 220 226 234 680 
5. 192. 203 213 234 640 
6. 196. 200 201 209 610 
7. 199.333 198 208 214 620 
8. 203.666 193 205 214 612 



ApPENI[X B 

OTHER COMP ARI SONS 
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COMPARISON F df p< 

Post Hoo 
AxBxC 

Difference between group/non-group 
and treatments at trial 4 .210 2,84 .90 

Difference between group/non-group 
and treatments at trial 5 .185 2,84 .90 

Difference between group/non-group 
and treatments at trial 6 . • 053 2,84 .99 

! (one-tailed) df p< 

A priori 

Difference between indirect negative 
and direct positive reinforcement 
over all trials 2.679 42 .02 

Difference between indirect negative 
reinforcement and the neutral 
condition over all trials .070 42 .99 

Difference between indirect negative 
and direct positive reinforcement 
on trial 6 .9589 42 .15 

Difference between indirect negative 
reinforcement and the neutral 
condition on trial 6 .078 42 .99 
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